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Abstract: ICTs are becoming a decisive tool in the promotion of Russia’s rural tourism attractions. To improve
the competitiveness of rural destinations businesses, local associations and authorities should embrace
digitalization for primary and secondary attractions. So far, Russia’s rural attractions are substantially
underperforming, with rural tourism comprising around 2% of the tourism industry in contrast to around 10%
in developed nations. And rural attractions remain unknown not only to the outside world, but even within the
country’s regions. To substantial extent this setback is definitely related to insufficient efforts in the use of
information technologies. The purpose of this paper to highlight some issues and suggest solutions with
regards to strategic choices.
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INTRODUCTION insufficient demand creates a vicious cycle where the

Information about history and daily life  of  villages rural attractions from being economically viable. At
is vital for attracting rural tourism, cycling tourism, the same time digitalization causes the emergence of
caravanning,     camping    and    pedestrian      travelers. so-called “millions of markets for dozens” and
A thorough  information  resources  strategy  is  needed reduces the significance of large scale operations but
to capitalize on those opportunities,  which  may arise increases the importance of keeping customers well-
from the initial rapid inflow of tourists [1]. Word-of-mouth informed.
is a central part of success and  it’s  becoming  a  very China’s experience in rural tourism, including folklore
cost efficient tool for marketing, not only though tourism information management in villages [3] and
customers influencing each other’s decisions [2], but by rural programs of “informationization” [4] is of
raising the awareness of rural tourism attractions’ sheer particular interest. In many ways China, like Russia,
existence. is as a late-adopter of internet in the tourism industry

MATERIALS AND METHODS would be particularly instructive.

Cluster analysis and functional modeling. Analysis of loyalty [6] and that finds confirmation in Russia’s
villages’ tourist resources. Analysis of research reports, tourism industry. And, as it’s exemplified in a study
web-sites, statistical studies. Literature review and undertaken in Kangwon Province in Korea, travelers
comparative studies. value reliable and precise information rather than

RESULTS respect in Russia is that most rural tourism

International studies’ analysis demonstrates that enough with marketing systems of electronic
problems around the globe are very similar. Typically, customer relations (E-CRM).

lack of investment and marketing efforts prevents

[5]. Comparative studies of these two countries

E-services increase not only satisfaction but visitors’

high-speed access [7]. The main problem in that

attractions and their operators are not familiar
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